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GNRS

Standardize political division names

Description

GNRS returns standardized political division names (according to geonames.org).

Usage

GNRS(political_division_dataframe)

Arguments

political_division_dataframe

A properly formatted dataframe, see http://bien.nceas.ucsb.edu/bien/tools/gnrs/gnrs-api/

Value

Dataframe containing GNRS results.

Examples

{
  gnrs_testfile <-
  read.csv(system.file("extdata", "gnrs_testfile.csv", package = "GNRS", mustWork = TRUE),
            stringsAsFactors = FALSE)

  results <- GNRS(political_division_dataframe = gnrs_testfile)

}
**GNRS_super_simple**

**Standardize political division names**

**Description**

GNRS_super_simple returns standardized political division names (according to geonames.org).

**Usage**

```r
GNRS_super_simple(
  country = NULL,
  state_province = NULL,
  county_parish = NULL,
  user_id = NULL
)
```

**Arguments**

- **country**: A single country or a vector of countries. If a vector, length must equal length of species vector.
- **state_province**: A single state/province or a vector of states. If a vector, length must equal length of species vector.
- **county_parish**: A single county/parish or a vector of counties. If a vector, length must equal length of species vector.
- **user_id**: A single user id to be appended to results (optional).

**Value**

Dataframe containing GNRS results.

**Examples**

```r
{
    results <- GNRS_super_simple(country = "United States of America")
    results <- GNRS_super_simple(
        country = "United States",
        state_province = "Arizona",
        county_parish = "Pima County"
    )
}
```
GNRS_template

Description

GNRS_template builds a template that can be populated to submit a GNRS query.

Usage

GNRS_template(nrow = 1)

Arguments

nrow

The number of rows to include in the template

Value

Template data.frame that can be populated and then used in GNRS queries.

Examples

{

template<-GNRS_template(nrow = 2)

template$country<-c("United States","Mexico")

template$state_province<-c("Arizona","Sinalo")

GNRS(political_division_dataframe = template)

}
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